Abstract
Introduction

29
Seismological arguments for a melt component in the upper mantle extend back nearly 50 years (1- 
54
If G and L represent boundaries of the partial melt zone (9, 12-14), the implication is that volatiles 55 have drained upwards and the melt content decreases with depth below the axis of the LVZ (Fig. 1) .
56
Melts can be shear-driven and compaction-driven as well as buoyancy-driven. In other words, volcanoes 57 can be, and probably are, the result of stresses and fractures associated with plate tectonics rather than 58 localized 'hotspots'. This tectonic paradigm has been challenged recently by arguments that melts do not 59 4 occur in the LVZ, that they drain out quickly, or that the effect is too small to explain the seismic 60 observations (15-17). These arguments ignore the importance of interactions of stress waves with small 61 melt fractions (5, 18) in the transmitting media, interactions of migrating melts with the matrix and the 62 role of impermeable interfaces.
63
The competing paradigm is that only mantle plumes are hot enough to produce melt and to have 64 sufficiently deep roots to supply magmas with ancient-enriched and "undegassed" mantle isotope 65 signatures. These geochemical inferences are based on implausible assumptions about ambient mantle, 66 the geotherm, the mode of mantle convection, and the nature and physical state of the surface boundary 67 layer (19), which is usually ignored.
69
Analog experiments
70
The response of a partially molten solid to the transmission of elastic waves is different from that of 71 a fluid-saturated but unreactive porous solid (1, 8 
214
Taken as a whole, the seismic structure of the LVZ, including attenuation, sharp boundaries, and 215 anisotropy are best explained using a dynamic melting model. 
259
Some arguments against partial melting refer to laboratory studies that claim to observe large 260 reductions in wavespeeds at subsolidus conditions. However, these studies actually involved melting at 261 grain boundaries or unacounted for losses to the apparatus (18, 65 
